. Each of the three portions checked in AHWFB was based on a consolidated list of 100 entry words (300 in all), made up of the vocabulary entries in the dictionaries: (1) AFTER. to AHAB, (2) CABBAGE to CALEB, and (3) LAKE to LANOLIN. Our aim was to fred out how useful the Corpus was in assessing the vocabulary of Grades 3-9 and in adding new words to the lexicon of that level as presented in the dictionaries.
Here are some of our findings:
There are approximately 110 word types in each sample of the main AHWFB listings (once-occurring entries listed at bottom of pages were omitted) corresponding to each 100-entry-word portion from the dictionaries. Of the 110 word types, 36 % are lexically undistinctive items inadmissible as vocabulary entries in dictionaries. Such are: (a) hyphenated loose compounds, e.g. After-Shaving, agreedon, and air-breathing; (b) solid forms of hyphenated compounds; (c) spellings with tmdistinctive initial capital instead of lower-case letter, such as After, Against, Age, and Ahead; (d) regular inflected forms of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs; (c) unusual word types, numbers, and other such "graphic types"
Over 13 °/o are lexical and non-lexical items inadmissible in any of the five dictionaries, including AHSD. The complete listing of such items is given below: 
In other words, 22 % of required dictionary entries are not in the sample of five-million word tokens (including 86,741 word types) drawn from 1045 texts of grade 3-9 level fed into American Heritage computers.
New words entered in AHSD that are not in the 300-word entry list based on the other dictionaries are the following two which seem rare birds occurring not even once in either the Intermediate Corpus or the Brown University corpus:
CACOMISTLE: A racoonlike animal of southwestern North America, having a long black-banded tail; LAKER-S: The national Basketball Association team from Los Angeles.
Another study of the American Heritage Intermediate Corpus that we did was an analysis of its lexical components.
We listed all the word types (including those of single occurrence) in the three portions used in our study of the usefulness of the corpus for lexicographical purposes, viz. (1) AFTER. to AHAB, (2) CABBAGE to CALEB, and (3) A word type such as ah-h-h was counted as a lexical item, but lan' and Aggie were considered non-lexical.
The following chart indicates the components of the lexicon, according to our sample study, of the Grade 3-9 vocabulary presented in the AHI Corpus. It must be mentioned here that non-lexical per- ~41'1% ~i~ sons and places of the type usually entered in dictionaries amounted to just over 1 ~o of the word types we sampled. Our studies seem to throw much light on the relations between frequency word counts and dictionaries. Dr. Carroll, the senior author of the America Heritage Word Frequency Book, has said: "My mathematical analysis of the problem of sampling indicates that a truly eriormous corpus, say on the order of 500 million words, would be required if the resulting list were to be expected to include all or nearly all items required for a dictionary of respectable size. " (Research in the Teaching of English, Fall 1972 , N.C.T.E., Urbana, Illinois, pp. 236-237).
